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become amenable to occupation by the companions of my
companions and their camels. It was an interesting though
somewhat disturbing thought and I decided precipitately
on a complete change of raiment after my cleansing. A
morbid curiosity led me to examine those parts of my dis-
carded clothing which had been nearest my skin—and my
conjecture as to the state of my body was confirmed by the
discoveries I made. Thereafter I was more careful to avoid
the risk of further visitations of those minute but not in-
visible beings whose very name is generally left unuttered.
Thus did our first day of rest draw to an end with all the
omens favourable. The long tension of our recent trying
march had made way for an atmosphere of contentment and
goodwill. Our healthful bodies, subdued by long hunger,
had reacted pleasantly enough to the influence of plentiful
food and water. And I retired to bed early that night with a
strange sense of well-being and optimism. For the first time
in all the long course of our expedition the stars in their
courses seemed to be fighting on my side, and I prayed that
the stormy conditions might continue for some days more.
My prayer was promptly answered, for I was woken at
2 a.m. by the pleasant patter of rain on my canvas roof and
for half an hour the showers continued. They ended with a
short but heavy downpour, and I slumbered again while
sheets of lightning lit up the great storm-clouds which
seemed to be spread over the sky in every direction. At noon
the temperature had been 84°, rising to 88° during the after-
noon and falling to a minimum of as much as 70° during the
night. The minimum night temperatures in the desert had
been a good deal lower than this figure, ranging from 80° to
63° during the last few days.
SaJih, seeking ever to please, made me some Abal tea after
prayers next morning, and I found that it somewhat toned
down the virulence of the water* At noon I enjoyed another
bathe at the well, but the heat rapidly became very oppres-
sive, I found it exceedingly painful to walk barefoot on the
heated sand and by 3 p.m. the thermometer m my teat
registered 97°. The storm conditions of the morning bad
given way to bright sunshine which blazed down

